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Alley (Side Alley)

Around the Head

Back Alley

Backcourt

Backhand

Bird (Birdie)

Block

Carry

CenterLine

Oear

Crosscourt

Double Hit

Drive

Drop

Face

Fault

Foot Fault

Foreoourt

Forehand

Game Point

Inning
Let

Love

Matdt

lIlt-foot wide area on eam side of the court used for doubles

play.
Overhead forehand stroke taken when the shuttle is on the back-
hand side of the body.

Area between the baseline and the doubles long selVice line.

Back one-third of the court.

Stroke made on the nonracquet side of the body.

Alternative name for the shuttleoock.

Defensive interception and return of an opponent's smash.

Shuttle illegally stays in contact with the racket during thestroke. .

Midline between ~lVice courts.

High shot that goes over an opponent's head and lands close to
the baseline.

Shot hit diagonally into the opposite court.

Racquet illegally contacts the shuttle twice in.one swing.

Hard shot that is hit parallel to the ground and is too low for the
opponent to smash.

Shot that just clears the net.

String area of the racquet.

Infraction of the rules resulting in either the loss of serve or
points for the server.

mega! position of a player's feet.

Area of the court between the net and short seIVice line.

Stroke made on the racquet side of the body.

The point that. if won" allows ~ server to win the game.

Time during whim a team or player retains the seIVice.

Stoppage of play due to violations or interference. Points must
be replayed.

Term used to indicate a zero in scoring.
A series of games. Winning two out of three games wins the
matd\.

Match Point Point that, if won by the server, wins the match for that server.

Midcourt Middle third of the court.

Receiver PIa~er to whom the shuttle is served.

Server Player. who puts the shuttle into play.

Setting 01OOSing the number of points to play when certain tie scores
are reamed.

Shuttlecock (Shuttle) Feathered plastic or nylon object that is volleyed back and forth
over the net.

Side Out W1e\ the serve Lc; lost.

Smash Fast, downward overltead stroke.

Undedtand Stroke that is hit upward from below shoulder !pvp!



- Games are played between individuals or pairs.

- The serving team is the in side; the receiving team is out.

- Players spin a racquet or toss a coin to determine who gets serve or side.

- Men's singles and all doubles are played to 15 points, women's singles are played
to 11 points, and a one-game match of any type is played to 21 points.

- Length of the game can be extended by setting when the score is tied near the end of
the game. In a I5-point game, when the score is tied at 13, the set to win is five (rais-
ing the winning score to 18). At I4-all, the set is three. In an II-point game when the
score is tied at 9, the set is three, and at 10-all the set is two. In a 2I-point game, when
the score is tied at 19, the set is five, and at 20-all, the set is three. After the game is
set, the score becomes 0-0 (love-all) and the first side to reach the set number (5, 3,
or 2 points) is the winner. A player or team does not have to win by two points. The
final score is the total number of points scored, including the set.

- Service is made from within the serving player's court.

- The shuttle must be hit underhand into the service court diagonally opposite the
server.

- Any shuttle hitting the line is in bounds.

- In singles, the shuttle must land in the long, nanuw court. In doubles, it must land
in the short, wide court.

- In doubles, once the serve has been returned, the full court is used.

- The server is only permitted one attempt to put the shuttle into play.

- The shuttle may hit the net and land in the proper court.

- In singles, the serve is made from the right side of the court when the server's score
is an even number.

- In doubles, the first serve is always started from the right court whenever a team
acquires the serve from its opponents.

- The server will alternate service courts each time a point is made until the serve is
lost.

- All returns must be made before the shuttle hits the ground.

- The server must call the score after each point.

- A match is the best of three games.

- Players must change sides of the court after each game.

- The winner of the previous games serves the next game.
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28. BAD~TON PI.AYlNG COURm~

The sport of badmini(X\ emphasizes good sportsmansltip ~ playing courtesies.
- Always introduce yourself to your opp<X1ent and shake hands prior to the matd\.

- Any warm-up period should be nonoompetitive and cowteous.

- The setVer should always call score, setVer's score first. prior to eadt serve.
- Any play in whidt the shuttle's landing is questionable should be awaIded to the

opposition.- OppO&-.ei\t's calls sI¥XJId never be qt~

- Return shuttles to ~ server as a courtesy.

- Avoid unnec:essarylmashi ng of the shuttle wIe\ the point could easily be won by
hitting it elsewhere (X\ the rourt.

- Avoid wasting time. Always keep play moving.

- An oppooent's ex(e()tional shots should be romplimented.

- Avoid offering playing advire to ~ts.

- Equipment ~uld !'rver be thrown in anger.

- Always shake haI¥Is with your opponent after the matd\.

Afizult is any error that ends play, whether occurring during the serve or the rally (the
exdtange that decides a point). A fault romn\itted by the serving side gives the serve
to the opponent A fault committed by the receiving side gives the point to the server.

ServIce FauJJs: .- The shuttle does not cross the net.- The shuttle lands in the wrong rourt.

- The shuttle is not hit on its base.- The shuttle is above the server's waist when hit.

- The shuttle is hit in an oved1and motion.

- The server is outside the service rourt.

- The server has a foot or feet off the ground.

- The server steps on a line during the serve.

- The server misses the shuttle while serving.

Receiv1ngFauJJs:- The receiving player is not standing in the ro~ service court.- The receiving player moves before the serve is made.

Faults that am Be ~~~ ~ RtJmes:- The shuttle toudtes the ground inbounds.

- The opposition does not return the shuttle.
- The shuttle falJs outside the playing rourt.

- A player blocks the opponent's play.

- A player and! or partner hits the shuttle more than onoo before returning it over the
nel- A player toud1eS the net with his or her body «ra~el- A player readtes over the net to play the shuttle.- A shuttle hits a player.

A ld 0(X:U1S wlet a point does not count and must be replayed.

A let 0(X:U1S wie1:- Serves are tak8\ out of turn.- Serves are taken before the ~ver is ready.

Rallies are woo ~- Setving ~ the wrong oourt.- Faults o<x:ur simultaneously by both sides.
- The shuttle beoomes stua. in the net «ftD' crossing.



BADMINTON
a~
~ RUlES OF PlAY

Choice of ends and service is determined by a toss. The-winner of the toss has the
option or serving first. receiving first, or of choosing ends. The side losing the toss is then
given the choice of any alternative remaining.
Change of ends Players change ends after each game. and during the third game when
the leading side's score reaches 6 points in an 11-point game. 8 points in a 1S-point
game, and 11 points in a 21-point game.
If players fail to change ends at the appropriate time. they should do so as soon as the
mistake is noticed. Any score stands.
Service order (singles) A player retains the right to serve until he ccxnmits a fault. The
service then passes to his opponent.
The service court from which a service is made is always determined by the serving
player's score. If his score is 0 or an even number. he serves frcxn his right servire
court (A). If his score is an odd number, he serves from his left service court (B).
A service must send the shuttle into the service court diagonally opposite the or.e from

A which the service is made.
I':' Service order (doubles) At the start of a doubles game, pairs decide which of It1en will

/ serve or receive first.
ii' Players must always serve into the service court diagonally opposite. Service order and

Ii changing of service courts is determined as follows.
,Ii 1) The first player to serve (a) serves from his right service court to the player who is to

",I receive first (b).
0 2) If the serving pair wins the first point, the first server (a) then serves fr(X11 his left service

court to the second player of the receiving pair (c). As long as the serving pair continues to
score, player (a) retains the service and serves from alternating courts to each opponent in

turn.
3) When the first pair to serve fails to score from a rally, service passes to the opponent in
the right service court (b). He serves to the player who was diagonally opposite him in the
previous ralHlayer (d) in the example illustrated.
4) If the serving pair scores a point player (b) then serves from his left service court to the
opponent.who did not receive in the previous rally-player (a) in our example. As long as
the serving pair continues to score, player (b) retains the service, serving frcxn alternate
courts to each opponent in turn.
5) If the serving pair fails to score from a rally, the service passes to the serving player's
partner (c). Player (c) serves from the service court that was not used in the previous rally
and serves to the opponent who did not receive in that rally-piayer (d) in !tie example
illustrated. Player (c) retains the service until a point is lost, serving from altermte courts
to each opponent in turn.
6) Service then passes to player (d), the partner of the first player to serve. His first service
is from the court that was not used in the previous rally and is to the opponent who did not
last receive. As long as the serving pair scores, player (c) continues to serve from alternate
courts to each opponent in turn.
After player (d) loses the service it reverts to player (a). Starting by serving from the service
court riot used in the previous rally and to the player who did not last receive. player (a)
then serves from alternate courts and to each player in turn until his side fails to score.
Thereafter service passes from player to player in accordance with the order and
procedures described above.
Winning a game gives a pair the right to serve first in the next game: eittler wiMer may
serve first and either loser may be first to receive. :;
Error in service order If a player serves out or turn or rrom the wrong service court and ',~

, his side wins the rally, a let may be allowed. . .~;
If a service is received by a player who stood ready to receive it in the wrOf19 ser/ice court :;and his side wins the rally, a let may be allowed. . ,~
A let must be agreed to or ordered by the referee before the next service is made: otherwise :,

the error stands and the players' positions are not corrected. :i
If in any of the above cases the offending player loses the rally, the mistake stan<1S an<! U1e ;
nl~pr~' nnsitions are not corrected ~]
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The objective in doubles play is to assume an offensive position by hitting the shuttle down at the opponents The good

doubles team tries to attack in this fashion at every opportunity. Very rarely will a doubles team be successful when con-
stantly placed on the defensive. hitting the shuttle high to their opponents.

SERVICE
The ability of players to excel in the areas of service and service return is often the deciding factor in an evenly contested

doubles match.
The basic serve used in doubles is the short service directed to skim the net tape and to fall just behind the front service

line, forcing the receiver to clear the shuttle. The short service is usually hit into the area at the junction of the front and cen.
tre service lines. The server stands about two feet behind the front service line and close to the centre line. whether serving
from the right or left court. The server's partner is positioned about three feet behind the server, straddling the centre line.

When serving short, the server will attempt to play all returns of service hit to the net area, either straight ahead or to the
sidelines. High, loose returns of service should be hit downward sharply while tight net shots should be c!eared high into
the opponent's back court. Any returns of short service hit over the head or down the sidelines past the server are to be
returned by the server's partner.

Doubles
Serving & Receiving

0D

cr.

A - Server
B - Server's Partner

-"- '-
C - Receiver
0 - Receiver's Partner

"-'"

A
A

.B

From Right Court
From Lert Court



OFFENSIVE POSITIONING AND PLAY

When a team is on the offensive, hitting the shuttle down at their opponents, they adopt an "up and back formation." The
player hitting smashes or drops from the back court, straddles the centre line and moves backward, foward or sideways to
attack any clears. The partner in the "1Jp" position stands two to three feet behine the front service line and directly over the
centre line.

Doubles

Offensive & Defensive Positions

Offense

~

A

.- -- -- --- '-

DefenseDc

I

The "up" player fa':es the net with the racquet held above tape height alert to any weak returns of his partner's smashes
or drops. The "up" player is responsible for any shuttle that he can reach in the forecourt in front of his face. High shuttles
are to be smashed downward. Tighter shots at the net may be played back to the net or cleared to the back court if
necessary. The "up" player should not attempt to return any shuttles that pass behind his body. These are more easily
handled by the back court player.

The player in the "back"rosition is responsible for all shuttles hit over or past his partner. When the shuttle is cleared
high to the back court, the normal reply is a smash directed straight ahead at the nearest opponent or into centre court bet.
ween the two defend=rs. As a variation. a drop to centre net may be employed to draw the opposing team off balance before
resuming a smashing attack. Only rarely will the back court attacker playa clear return when the shuttle is high in a position
to be hit downward.

Normally, the back court attacker does not smash or drop the shuttle cross-court to the defending team. Such a play
allows the opponents the opportunity to return the cross-court shot straight ahead past the forecourt playeron the offensive
team and out of reach of the back court player. In addition, the back court attacker should hit all shots on'the forehand or
with an around the head stroke, avoiding the backhand whenever possibte.

DEFENSIVE POSITIONING,
The team on the defensive in doubles adopts a ..sides" position which enables them to cover the whole court very effec-

, tively. Each player stands mid-court and in the centre of their half court. (Fig. 3) Both partners will attempt to regain the at-- tack by flattening out the offensive team's downward shots. Smashes are to be blocked to the net corners, pushed to the

half-court in the sideline area, or driven flatly into the back court corners. Smashes or drops which must be returned high
should be cleared cross-court away from the attacker to force him to move Quickly sideways and pefhaps make the next
stroke while off balance.

..



MOVING FROM OFFENSE TO DEFENSE

- Many players encounter difficulty in doubles in moving from an offensive to a defensive position in the middle of a rally.
lis problem can be overcome if several points are kept in mind.
The attacking team in an "up and back" formation must shift to a defensive posit~n whenever they are forced to clear the

:shuttle to their opponents. Irl moving into this "sides" position. it is the forecourt player who determines to which side each
player will move on defense. As soon as the shuttle is cleared. the forecourt player should move backward into the nearest
half-court. The back court player. observing his partner's movement, can quickly adjust his poSition to defend the empty half
court. The initial movement is taken by the forecourt player because he cannot afford to turn around to see what his partner
is doing for fear of losing sight of the shuttle and the rally in progress.

Moving from Offense to Defense

-. ) Flight of Shuttle

Player Movement

MOVING FROM DEFENSE TO OFFENSE

When the shuttle is cleared to a defensive "sides" formation, they must quickly adopt the "up and back" position in order
to take the attack. If the shuttle is lifted high to the right court, the player defending this area should move back quickly to
take the offensive. His partner will move from the left mid-court area into the centre of the forecourt to handle any shuttle
returned to the net.

When played properlY, doubles is a fast-paced team game. Each team consists of two players operating as a unit to cover
the whole court at all times by being mindful of their partner's position when hitting the shuttle or moving about the court.


